Introduction
Neural networks have been increasingly applied to pattern recognition problems over the last few years. Typically multi-layer perceptrons, using the error back-propagation (`BP') learning rule 1 , are trained to classify pattern vectors using a`training set' of labelled examples of patterns from each class 2 . An early comparison of the performance of these classiers showed that they compared well with conventional classiers 3 . However, this approach has some disadvantages. Guessing a static architecture a priori is problematic in that too small a network may not be capable of implementing the desired mapping and too large a network may fail to generalize well. Further, the performance of BP tends to depend heavily on choice of a good architecture, it may be computationally expensive, or may fail to converge at all 4;5 .
Another approach is that of`constructive' algorithms 6;7 . These are algorithms in which the network is constructed during learning by successive addition of perceptron-like units. Convergence to zero errors during training on any consistent classication of binary pattern vectors can be guaranteed for these algorithms 7 . The`Cascade Correlation' algorithm 5 is also`constructive', but relies on a BP-like learning rule and, although seemingly more ecient than the above algorithms at separating highly interlocking real-valued pattern vectors, it has no convergence proof. These constructive algorithms tend to be at least an order of magnitude faster than multi-layer perceptrons using BP 8;4;5 .
In many real applications unbounded decision regions, such as the typical semi-spaces pro- duced by a perceptron, are impractical because`outliers' or unanticipated events tend to be positively classied into an incorrect class rather than being rejected. We use the Preceptron Cascade algorithm 9 to address the problems of convergence for real-valued inputs, optimising generalisation as a function of network size and producing bounded decision regions, with the hope that will become a useful tool for pattern classication, see also Ref. 10.
A Perceptron Cascade
The Perceptron Cascade (`PC') algorithmRef. 9 combines the cascade architecture 5 and perceptron-like hidden units with the error-correcting roles of Upstart 11 . Convergence to zero errors for any consistent classication of real-valued pattern vectors is proved in Ref. 9 . The algorithm converges with an economy of hidden units on`hard' tasks such as n-bit parity (n = 2; ::; 10) and the`twin-spirals' problem 12 , using a perceptron-like learning algorithm 11 with only 500 passes through the set of training examples. A brief description follows, in which we consider a consistent classication of a nite set S of real-valued n-vectors (`patterns') into two classes. The classication is`consistent' in that the same pattern may appear in S more than once, but always has the same target.
Starting with only an output unit (unit 0), hidden units are added one by one. Each hidden unit is connected to the inputs and to all previously added hidden units; connection weights to it are trained when it is added to the network and then frozen. The output unit is connected to the inputs and to all hidden units by weightsW (0) which are re-trained after each addition. See 
A threshold is included by having a weight W 0 (0) to an extra input v 0 which is 1 for all :
The output unit is trained to classify the patterns in S into two classes denoted by outputs of 0 and 1. Hidden units are trained to correct each of the two types of output error:`wrongly o correctors' are trained to be`on' for patterns for which the output is`wrongly o',`wrongly on correctors' are trained to be`on' for patterns for which the output is`wrongly on'. Two further steps aid convergence: (i) if the re-training of the set of weights to the output after the addition of a hidden unit does not reduce the number of output errors, then the previous set of output weights is kept;
(ii) if a training set S for a hidden unit contains a small minority of patterns with target 1 then the algorithm may nd connection weights such that the hidden unit is o for all patterns in S: If this occurs then it is re-trained on a`balanced' training set S 0 in which patterns with target 1 and 0 are present in equal numbers (formed by repeating patterns in S with target 1).
Generalization of a Constructive Algorithm 3
Classication into many classes is achieved by using one output for each class { this makes rejection easier in ambiguous cases: a positive classication is made only when exactly one output unit is`on', any other output conguration is interpreted as a`reject'.
Convergence
In the limit of a large number of passes through the training set, the Pocket version of the perceptron learning algorithm is guaranteed to nd a set of connection weights that minimises the number of errors 13 . The results below apply in this limit, when the Pocket algorithm is used to train the connection weights to each unit, for details see Ref. 9 .
We say that a unit is`successful' if the number of errors it makes on its training set S is less than the number of patterns with target 1 in S: The vertex points of the convex hull of a training set S are patterns that can each be separated from all other distinct patterns in S by an N 0 1 dimensional hyper-plane in input space. Using this and the interpretation of connection weights as a hyper-planar division of input space, we can prove the following: (a) if, in the training set of a hidden unit, at least one of the patterns with target 1 is a vertex point, then connection weights will be found such that the hidden unit is`successful'; (b) if a hidden unit is`successful' then subsequent re-training of the output unit results in a reduction in the number of output errors; (c) if a hidden unit is unsuccessful, then either (i) the subsequent re-training of the output unit results in a reduction in the number of output errors, or (ii) the next hidden unit to be added makes fewer errors than the current one.
We can see briey that (a) follows from the fact that connection weights exist such that the hidden unit can be`on' for one pattern with target 1 and`o' for all other distinct patterns, and weights found by the Pocket algorithm will produce at most the same number of errors. (b) follows from similar reasoning: weights exist such that the connection of the successful hidden unit to the output corrects more errors than it creates. (c) follows from step (i) in section 2, and the fact that connection weights exist such that a second hidden unit, trained on the same training set, is either successful, or is`wrongly on' for one pattern fewer.
Convergence of the algorithm to zero errors in a nite number of steps follows from (b) and (c), because the number of output errors decreases after the addition of every successful hidden unit (if a succession of unsuccessful hidden units is added then each makes fewer errors than the last, until one must make so few errors that it is successful).
Generalization and network size
Although the convergence proof tells us that we could allow the network to grow until it made no errors at all on the training set, this might correspond to`over-tting' and result in poor generalization. However, if the network is restricted to growing only a very small number of hidden units, it may not be capable of implementing the desired classication. A simple commonly used heuristic is to reserve a portion of the training set to be used solely to test generalization during training so that training can be stopped at roughly the right time. This means, of course, that less data can be used for training.
Alternatively, a bound on the probability of erring during generalization g is provided by Vapnik 14 , as a function of the number of training patterns p; the fraction of errors made on the training set t and the capacity of the network h: The measure of capacity here is the maximum number of patterns h that can be found such that the network, by varying its connection weights and thresholds, can perform all possible 2 h classications of the set of patterns (i.e. the largest number of patterns that the network can`shatter'); h is called the Vapnik-Chervonenkis or VC' dimension. If g << 1 (the usual situation for a classier) then 14 , with probability 1 0 : g t + C 
Bounded decision regions
In most real applications a high fraction of correctly classied objects is not the only important thing; a classier must also be able to refrain from making decisions whenever it does not have sucient information. For example, it is often desirable in an OCR application to refrain from discriminating between D and O if sucient contextual information is not available. However there is another (more subtle) kind of error that a recogniser can make, namely classifying an object which does not belong to any of the predened categories that the recogniser should discriminate e.g. a recogniser of cats and dogs should be able to reject rabbits. Notice that this kind of`outlier' is, by nature, untrainable: it is not possible to nd representative examples to include in a training set.
Putting a hyper-box around each class
To avoid the miss-classication of outliers we must ensure bounded decision regions for each class S j that enclose the set of training patterns for that class fairly tightly. To this end we used a simple neural algorithm that nds a hyperparallelopiped (or`hyper-box') containing all of the training patterns of a class, oriented along the principal components of the class, and computes which hyper-box or boxes an input pattern lies in.
The`self-organising perceptron' 19 is a simple, algorithm for estimating the directions of the principal components of a set of examples. We use this to nd the normalised principle components P n of each class in the training examples. Then for each class S j we form a pair of perceptrons with weights:W 1 = 0P n ; andW 2 =P n respectively, and set the respective thresholds to be: W 1 0 = maxṽ 2S j (P n 1ṽ ) 0 ; and W 2 0 = minṽ 2S j (P n 1ṽ ) + :
The resulting pair of perceptrons have parallel hyper-planar decision surfaces (separated in thẽ P n direction) on either side of the training set such that both are`on' only for input patterns falling between them. This process was repeated for each component. Thus, if a presented input pattern falls within the hyper-box for a given class, all of the perceptrons in the set of pairs of perceptrons for that class will be`on'. The parameter can be greater than zero to shrink the hyper-box, excluding some of the training examples, so as to reduce the chance of incorrect classications as opposed to rejects. The hyper-box algorithm (`HB') classies an input pattern into a class only if it falls into exactly one hyper-box, otherwise it is rejected. We combine the HB and PC algorithms so that the combined decision region is the intersection of the decision regions from each method. This allows the separating power of PC to be used whilst ensuring that the decision regions for each class are bounded. We refer to this combination as HPC. Thus a pattern is classied into a class by HPC if it is classied by both PC and HB into that class, otherwise it is rejected. The black and white points (respectively) are the training examples from the two classes.
Comparison with a Gaussian classier
We tested the above algorithms on some articial data designed to highlight the problem of untrainable outliers. A Gaussian Maximum Likelihood classier (GML) was used for comparison. The GML procedure assumes that the class density functions are Gaussians and uses the training data to estimate the parameters. In our simulations a pattern vector was classied as belonging to a class if exactly one estimated class density function is above a threshold (0.1) for that pattern, otherwise it is rejected. The Perceptron Cascade algorithm was allowed to grow hidden units until the fraction of errors during training was less than 0.1 and was set to 0 in HB. Ideally we should calculate the optimum network size as in section 3, and shrink the hyper-box for each class to exclude a fraction 0.1 of the training examples.
In all three articial problems the classiers were trained to classify 1000 4-vectors drawn from each of two dierent class density functions. The generalization of each classier was tested with 1000 vectors from the two classes, plus 1000`outliers' drawn from a Gaussian distribution with mean far from the two classes and much larger variance. In problem 1 the two class densities are simple overlapping Gaussians. In problem 2 one class density is concave, made by the superposition of two Gaussians elongated along the x and y axes, the other class density is a Gaussian wedged in the concavity (Fig. 2. shows an equivalent 2-D problem). In problem 3 one class is disjoint, made by the superposition of two well separated Gaussians, the other class density is a Gaussian centred between the two peaks of the rst class density. For details see Ref. 20 . Analysis of Table 1 . and the confusion matrices (Ref. 20) shows that PC performs very badly with respect to the outliers { nearly all being wrongly classied rather than rejected. However, even when the class densities are concave or disjoint (problems 2 and 3 respectively), it does a good job of separating the two classes it was trained on. GML and HB have closed decision regions and do well in terms of restricting errors, but have to reject many patterns when the class densities are concave or disjoint. The combined algorithm HPC, having good separating power and bounded decision regions, performs well in all situations. Fig. 2 . shows the kind of decision regions formed by GML and HPC. We also notice that HPC improves on the performance of Upstart on the 3-D object recognition task (Ref. 10) in terms of the number of errors as opposed to rejects.
Conclusions
The robust convergence and economical construction of hidden units on classication of realvalued inputs by Perceptron Cascade 9 seems to have taken constructive algorithms to the point where they can be tested on real pattern classication problems. The approach of Vapnik 14 gives hope that we may be able to calculate how big to let the network grow so as to optimise generalization The unbounded decision regions of most feed-forward neural classiers are impractical in many applications due to the problem of outliers or unanticipated events. We have implemented a neural algorithm 19 to bound decision regions with a hyper-box aligned with the principal components of each class. We showed that this solution works well and outperforms the traditional Gaussian classier in the case of disjoint or concave class densities. In future work we will test this constructive algorithm on large scale benchmarks with the hope that it will remove the problems of speed, lack of convergence and having to guess a good architecture which trouble the standard error-backpropagation approach.
